-------- Original Message -------Subject: Re: Merry Christmas! And a question about the building project.
From: Sr. Bisirat Misgina <[sr.bisirat]@yahoo.com>
To: Gregory P Lloyd <nccl.apostolate@gmail.com>
Date: 1/8/2016, 6:36:59 AM
My dear Mr. Gregory,
Thank you for wishing Christmas blessing and all the time of your concerns for
the poor.
Yes we need still the helps.
The building of kindergarten we started with the kind [help] of some body who
has concern for the poor like yourself, but we are not very sure of this money
will able to finish that building or not, because the building materials are
very much increasing each day.
We have no fence on the compound open from every side. Not only that, it is
sloppy and unfriendly for children. We could to fence and fill it with clean
soil to make it better to walk.
We care for many children - 137, but not enough play ground materials also:
just four pieces they maybe must fight over when they come out of class room.
We have no furnitures like tables, chairs, and so on, capable for children and
teachers.
Time is very much updated. We have no proper office like computers, telephone,
photocopier: not for Sister in charge or for teachers. I came back to the
Community house [of the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul in Alitena] to do
any office work needful. But even the Community computers are old and very slow
to accesses ...
If you can help us supply the things expenses over we will be very grateful at
school and my Community too. If not possible for you and your office, you can
give to that Kindergarten Project and there is another huge needs of the poor:
the Girls Hostel which is almost collapsing down. (It is also a big need, so we
can send that project report to you, too.)
These are Girls who are orphans and very poor, who have no opportunity to go to
school without our help, so we accumulated them with all needs, to bring up
them [to be] holistically fit women.
Lastly I also like to share with you a problem for help. Because of the road
construction in the town, the clinic of Girls Hostel - the compound fence is
not repaired, and all women we are in open and insecure.
I am sorry to explain only what is worse for my Community. It is only to show
you that we have a lot of needs. The answer is according to your charity and
ability.
Thank you for your concern for the poor. Please greet all your lovely family
and cooperators.
With my Love of Jesus and prayers,
Sr. Bisirat Misgena, DC
Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul
Alitena, Ethiopia

On Thursday, December 31, 2015 8:30 PM, Gregory P Lloyd <nccl.apostolate@gmail.com> wrote:

Reverend & very dear Sister Bisirat,
thank you so very much for the kind greetings at Christmas.
I wish you a most merry and blessed Christmas and a new year filled with joys and prosperity!
Sister, is the kindergarten & feeding project that you sent to me in May still in need of funding? (The
project proposal document is attached.)
I ask, because we have recently found the opportunity to present a request for funds to foundations and
benefactors.
We are ready to present a request for the project to at least one foundation in the U.S., and to ask the
apostolate’s friends for help.
But before we do, please tell me whether or not the project of the The Daughters of Charity is still in
need of funding.
Until soon.
Christ is born!
Gregory
-610/435-2634 tel
-------------------Gregory P. Lloyd, M.A.
Executive Director
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------"Pray, hope, and don't worry." St. Padre Pio

